TOUMI Laid Middle School

level : 2M.S.
Third Term Test Two

Mounir: I am going to visit Algiers and Tizi
Ouzou next summer with my parents. I need your help
travelling?
Keltoum : I’ll give you a travel brochure tomorrow.
You’ll find all the information you need about hotels,
restaurants, museums, historic sites and monuments.
Mounir: Thanks Keltoum. Well, you know I love
outdoor life .What kinds of amenities are available
around the capital or Tizi?
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Keltoum. Tell me, what do I need to know before

Keltoum: Tomorrow, I’ll also give you a detailed map

n.
c

with a key to all the camping sites, national parks and
untain
outdoor activities in the region like hiking, mountain
biking, skiing or fishing.
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Mounir: I won’t ski in summer ! I like fishing and
biking but I prefer hiking.

PART ONE : (14 points)

-e
du

A/ Reading comprehension
ion
on : (7pts)

Task 1 : I read the
e text
xt and say if tthe sentences are “true” or “false” : (3pts)
1-Mounir is from
rom Tebessa
Tebessa.
ebessa. …
…………………………..

cy

ill visit
sit Alg
Algiers an
2-He will
and Tizi next summer ………………….

en

e prefers hiking
hikin
iki . ……………………..
3 – He
Task 2
2:: Iresd the text and I answer the questions : (2pts)
1- Will Mounir
Mo
travel with his parents ?

......................................................................................................

1-Is fishing an indoor activity?

......................................................................................................

Task 3: I find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to: (2pts)
1 - International ≠ ………………………..

2 - Indoor ≠ ………………………………..
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B/Mastery of language: (7pts)
Task1:

I fill in the blanks with : ( going to - Next - garden - capital - morning )

(2pts)

.......................... weekend, my family and I are ............................ travel to the ........................... .

co
m
/e
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m
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We’ll visit the Martyr’s Monument and the experimental ................................. of El Hamma.
Task 2: I turn the sentence into the negative form then the interrogative form:

(2pts)
ts)

“Sara will travel to Annaba next summer. ”
Negative form

Interrogative
ogative
gative form

…………………………………………………………………

……………………………
………………
……………………………………………………………………….

ds in bold. (3pts)
(3
Task 3: I choose the correct pronunciation of the words

2- Will you go by bus?

a-

3- No, I won’t.

a-

bb-

n.

a-

b
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1- You ’ll succeed. Don’t worry!

Part Two : Situation of Integration (6pts)
pts)

ca

Your partner wants to know about your next
nex summer
su
holidays. Answer his questions.

You:

du

y are you going to visit next summer?
Your partner: Which city
.............................
................
..............................................................................................................................................

hat amenities are you going to find there ?
Your partner: What
.............................
............
..............................................................................................................................................

-e

You:

er: What kinds
kind of outdoor activities are available there?
Your partner:
......................
........... .......
..............................................................................................................................................

cy

You:

tner Will you
yo go there by bus?
Your partner:
..................
..........
..............................................................................................................................................

en

ou:
You:

Your partne
partner: How many days are you going to stay there?
You:

.....
..............................................................................................................................................
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